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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: March 7, 2019—9:30 AM EST]  Global equity markets are generally higher this 

morning.  The EuroStoxx 50 is up 0.1% from the last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 

was down 0.5% from the prior close.  Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai composite 

up 0.1% and the Shenzhen index up 0.5%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a higher open.   

 

Equities are lifting on the back of the ECB.  Here is what we are watching this morning: 

 

ECB: The ECB went a bit further than expected in its statement.1  There was no change in the 

policy rate but the statement indicated there will be a third series of long-term credit operations, 

which will commence in September and last two years.  Essentially, this is another round of QE.  

And, the rate tightening is extended into the future as well.  The action was expected at some 

point because the Eurozone economy has been near recession levels in recent months, but the 

announcement wasn’t expected until later this year.  By moving faster than expected, the ECB is 

signaling that it is worried about the economy and feels the need to act.  Eurozone bond yields 

declined,2 equities lifted modestly and the EUR fell. 

 

In the press conference, Draghi announced that the ECB had downgraded both growth and 

inflation prospects,3 which gave rise to the policy easing.  Although the policy measures are new 

accommodation, Draghi did note that they are time dependent.  In other words, they have a 

deadline.  That factor has reduced some of the market optimism that occurred after the statement.  

We suspect they are time dependent because Draghi’s term ends in October and he doesn’t want 

to put a time-indeterminate policy on his successor.  Then again, accommodation that expires 

due to a calendar date and not based on economic and financial conditions has less impact.  

 

Trouble in Riyadh?  The Guardian4 reports a growing rift between CP Salman and his father, 

the king.  According to reports, the CP has been making appointments and taking steps without 

the approval of King Salman.  The king was recently in Egypt and, in a sudden move, reportedly 

sent his security detail home and replaced them with his own loyalists.  CP Salman tends to act 

fast and boldly, a major shift from the way Saudi kings have behaved over the past three decades 

(although, in the early years after the death of Ibn Saud, there was much intrigue and action).  

There is always the potential that the CP could “get out over his skis” and need to be reined in by 

                                                
1 https://www.ft.com/content/7ceb815e-40cd-11e9-b896-fe36ec32aece  
2 https://www.ft.com/content/30d501b0-40db-11e9-9bee-efab61506f44  
3 https://www.ft.com/content/f652b41a-40da-11e9-b896-fe36ec32aece  
4 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/mar/05/fears-grow-of-rift-between-saudi-king-salman-and-crown-
prince-mohammed-bin-salman  
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the king.  However, if the king has concluded that his son is trying to oust him, it could trigger a 

showdown and perhaps both patricide and regicide could occur.  Instability at the apex of the 

Saudi royal family would be a profoundly bullish event for crude oil, at least in the short run.  
 

Beige Book: The Fed’s Beige Book, an anecdotal report on the economy from each of the 12 

FRB district banks, suggests that moderate growth was seen in 10 of the 12 districts.  

Philadelphia and St. Louis both reported “flat” economic activity.  Philadelphia and Richmond 

tend to be sensitive to actions in Washington, so the government shutdown may account for the 

lackluster growth reported in the former.  In all, six of the 12 did indicate there were comments 

about the shutdown affecting district economies.  Weather issues also affected the economy.  

Tight labor market conditions were unanimously reported.  This report seldom contains major 

surprises but it does confirm recent data indicating a softer economy. 
 

Regulatory easing: The Fed and the Financial Stability Oversight Council are adjusting the 

crisis-era regulations.  Stress tests on banks are becoming less “pass/fail,” which means the 

market impact will be reduced.5  Although there has been some hand-wringing over this easing, 

our take on the stress tests was always that they were mostly window dressing.  Financial crises 

are usually created by overconfidence, Minsky’s adage that “stability breeds instability.”  Stress 

tests examine known risks but it’s the unknown risks that lead to problems because they are 

nearly impossible to predict.  To sniff out a “black swan,” one mostly needs to see a problem that 

no one else thinks is an issue.  It is highly improbable that anyone involved in testing the official 

stress tests will look for such things or assume an outlier.  At the same time, it does highlight the 

new members of the Fed and their tendency to support deregulation (see below). 
 

China’s foreign reserves: China’s foreign reserves rose $2.3 bn to $3.09 trillion.  The data was 

near expectations and suggests little pressure or intervention on the CNY. 
 

 

                                                
5 https://www.wsj.com/articles/regulators-move-to-ease-crisis-era-levers-over-financial-firms-11551906898 and 
https://www.ft.com/content/918bc5fc-4054-11e9-b896-
fe36ec32aece?emailId=5c807fa9d19a230004893a9d&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22  

https://www.wsj.com/articles/regulators-move-to-ease-crisis-era-levers-over-financial-firms-11551906898
https://www.ft.com/content/918bc5fc-4054-11e9-b896-fe36ec32aece?emailId=5c807fa9d19a230004893a9d&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/918bc5fc-4054-11e9-b896-fe36ec32aece?emailId=5c807fa9d19a230004893a9d&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
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A political trend we are watching: Since the time of President Trump’s election, our working 

assumption has been that the president himself lacks an ideology but correctly perceived the rise 

of populism and used it to get elected.  But, in reality, he wanted to placate both the populists and 

the establishment.  As a result, we end up with inconsistent policies of tax cuts and deregulation 

(supported by the establishment) along with deglobalization, which includes anti-trade and anti-

immigration policies (supported by the populists).  It is difficult to serve two masters, and, the 

longer time passes, the harder it is to maintain that position.  Yesterday, populist media figures 

expressed disappointment with the president, a rare occurrence.6  As has been discussed at 

length, the president uses the equity market as a real-time indictor of the success of his 

administration.  However, policies that support equities are not populist, but establishment.  If 

Trump wants a stronger equity market, he will relax immigration restrictions and undercut the 

strength of trade impediments.  But, if key populist media figures determine that he is “going 

astray,” then he risks losing his working class base.   

 

A bit of technical analysis: Although we are not technicians, the older of us did spend years in 

commodity research and has a working knowledge of chart analysis.  Equity markets are looking 

like a correction is coming. 
 

 
(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

This is a chart of the S&P 500.  The lower sectors of the chart are momentum indicators—

specifically, the RSI and stochastic.  The RSI has reached overbought levels as has the 

stochastic.  Merely reaching those levels doesn’t necessarily mean that prices are about to roll 

over, but when momentum slows from a very high level then the likelihood of a market decline 

increases.  We see support around 2600.  In Monday’s comment, we reported that retail MMK 

levels remain elevated.  Simply put, the rally seen this year appears to have had only modest 

retail participation.  That analysis, coupled with the above chart, suggests that we will likely 

remain rangebound until retail returns. 

                                                
6 https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-am-8f0ef389-93d0-4754-9c17-715dcee69955.html?chunk=2#story2  

https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-am-8f0ef389-93d0-4754-9c17-715dcee69955.html?chunk=2#story2
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Brexit: It appears London and Brussels remain at an impasse on the Irish backstop.7  The vote 

will be held next week.  Current expectations suggest that either May’s plan will pass or Brexit 

will be delayed.  However, there is still the chance of a hard Brexit that the market could be 

underestimating.   

 

Facebook (FB, 172.51): As our regular readers know, we only comment on individual equities 

when the actions of a company reflect or affect a macro issue.  Yesterday, CEO Mark 

Zuckerberg made an announcement over privacy policy.  By itself, this is of no interest to us, but 

what he seems to be signaling is a change in the company and its flagship product.  One of the 

developments we have noted is the evolution of WeChat, a product of Tencent (TCEHY ADR, 

$45.93).  WeChat is becoming a universal app—one can pay bills, chat with friends, make 

appointments, play games, etc.  Essentially, mobile users might not need any other application on 

their devices.  Facebook’s announcement appears designed to duplicate that model.  This bears 

watching because, if successful, it may allow the company to further dominate the mobile market 

and will likely trigger both regulatory and competitive responses.8    

 

Venezuela: The Maduro regime detained and later expelled a U.S. journalist.9  He also expelled 

a German diplomat.10  The diplomat, Daniel Kriener, had met Juan Guaido at the airport when he 

arrived on Monday and the diplomats prevented Maduro from arresting Guaido.  The fact that 

Maduro is expelling Kriener suggests he did intend to risk a showdown with the U.S. and the 

diplomats prevented such action.   

 

Energy update: Crude oil inventories rose 7.1 mb last week compared to the forecast rise of 1.1 

mb. 
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7 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-eu-hammond/uk-will-delay-brexit-if-lawmakers-reject-mays-deal-
hammond-idUSKCN1QO0SF and https://www.ft.com/content/fe796118-3ffc-11e9-b896-fe36ec32aece  
8 https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-markets-e642dcf8-0246-4564-a16b-
0c98f44b759f.html?chunk=0#story0  
9 https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/venezuelan-counterintelligence-forces-raid-home-of-us-journalist-take-
him-into-custody/2019/03/06/0a1508ca-402e-11e9-85ad-779ef05fd9d8_story.html?utm_term=.4d93a5aaff6a  
10 https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-47474317  

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-eu-hammond/uk-will-delay-brexit-if-lawmakers-reject-mays-deal-hammond-idUSKCN1QO0SF
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-eu-hammond/uk-will-delay-brexit-if-lawmakers-reject-mays-deal-hammond-idUSKCN1QO0SF
https://www.ft.com/content/fe796118-3ffc-11e9-b896-fe36ec32aece
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-markets-e642dcf8-0246-4564-a16b-0c98f44b759f.html?chunk=0#story0
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-markets-e642dcf8-0246-4564-a16b-0c98f44b759f.html?chunk=0#story0
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/venezuelan-counterintelligence-forces-raid-home-of-us-journalist-take-him-into-custody/2019/03/06/0a1508ca-402e-11e9-85ad-779ef05fd9d8_story.html?utm_term=.4d93a5aaff6a
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/venezuelan-counterintelligence-forces-raid-home-of-us-journalist-take-him-into-custody/2019/03/06/0a1508ca-402e-11e9-85ad-779ef05fd9d8_story.html?utm_term=.4d93a5aaff6a
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-47474317
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In the details, estimated U.S. production was steady at 12.1 mbpd.  Crude oil imports recovered 

from the last report, rising 1.1 mbpd, while exports fell 0.6 mbpd.  Refinery runs rose 0.4%, 

roughly on forecast.   
 

 
(Source: DOE, CIM) 

 

This is the seasonal pattern chart for commercial crude oil inventories.  We would expect to see a 

steady increase in inventories that will peak in early May; the pattern coincides with refinery 

maintenance.  This week’s recovery does make up for last week’s unexpected decline but, given 

that there is a usual increase each week, we are still at a deficit injection to inventory levels for 

the season.  Overall, the data was bearish but not terribly so.   
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Based on oil inventories alone, fair value for crude oil is $56.39.  Based on the EUR, fair value is 

$53.76.  Using both independent variables, a more complete way of looking at the data, fair 

value is $53.86.  By all these measures, current oil prices are at the high end of fair value.   

Without some dollar weakness soon, oil prices will likely be rangebound until spring. 

 

India is asking Washington for an extended waiver on Iranian oil imports.  The current waiver 

ends in early May.11  We will be watching to see if the U.S. gives India the waiver; if the 

administration acquiesces, we would expect others to ask as well, which would be bearish for oil 

prices.   

 

U.S. Economic Releases 
 

The February Challenger job cuts report rose by 117.2% from the prior year.  The index 

measures the number of announced job cuts by employers, which is a proxy for future layoffs but 

does not necessarily indicate the state of current layoffs. 

 

Initial jobless claims came in below expectations at 223k compared to the forecast of 225k.  The 

prior report was revised upward from 225k to 226k. 
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The chart above shows the four-week moving average for initial claims.  The four-week moving 

average fell from 229.25k to 226.25. 

 

Non-farm productivity came in above expectations, rising 1.9% from the prior quarter compared 

to the forecast gain of 1.5%.  Unit labor costs came in above expectations, rising 2.0% from the 

prior quarter compared to the forecast rise of 1.7%.  

 

                                                
11 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-iran-sanctions-india-exclusive/exclusive-india-wants-to-keep-iran-oil-
purchases-at-300000-barrels-per-day-in-extended-waiver-sources-idUSKCN1QO0TA  

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-iran-sanctions-india-exclusive/exclusive-india-wants-to-keep-iran-oil-purchases-at-300000-barrels-per-day-in-extended-waiver-sources-idUSKCN1QO0TA
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-iran-sanctions-india-exclusive/exclusive-india-wants-to-keep-iran-oil-purchases-at-300000-barrels-per-day-in-extended-waiver-sources-idUSKCN1QO0TA
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The chart above shows yearly changes in unit labor costs.  Unit labor costs rose 1.0% from the 

prior year. 
 

The table below shows the economic releases and Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 
 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 Bloomberg Consumer Comfort m/m jan 61.0 **

12:00 Household Change in Net Worth m/m feb $2.070 bn **

15:00 Consumer Credit m/m feb $17.000 bn $16.554 bn **

EST Speaker or event

12:15 Lael Brainard Speaks on Economy and Monetary Policy

District or position

Economic Releases

Fed speakers or events

Members of the Board of Governors  
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  
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Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China Foreign Reserves m/m feb $3.090 bn $3.088 bn $3.088 bn * Equity and bond neutral

Japan Leading Index y/y feb 95.9 97.5 96.1 ** Equity and bond neutral

Coincident Index m/m feb 97.9 101.8 98.9 ** Equity and bond neutral

Australia AiG Perf of Construction Index m/m feb 43.8 43.1 ** Equity and bond neutral

Trade Balance m/m jan A$4.549 bn A$3.681 bn A$2.750 bn ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Retail Sales m/m jan 0.1% -0.4% 0.3% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Foreign Reserves m/m feb A$68.500 bn A$61.300 bn ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

EUROPE

Eurozone Employment m/m feb 0.3% 0.3% *** Equity and bond neutral

Gross Fixed Capital m/m feb 0.6% 0.2% 0.3% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Government Expenditure m/m jan 0.7% 0.2% 0.4% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Household Consumption m/m feb 0.2% 0.1% 0.2% ** Equity and bond neutral

GDP y/y 4q 1.1% 1.2% 1.2% *** Equity and bond neutral

Italy Retail Sales y/y jan 1.3% -0.6% ** Equity and bond neutral

UK Halifax House Prices m/m feb 5.9% -2.9% 0.1% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Russia CPI m/m feb 5.2% 5.0% 5.2% *** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Mexico Vehicle Production m/m feb 311833 333677 * Equity bullish, bond bearish

Vehicle Exports m/m feb 271075 242299 * Equity and bond neutral

Canada International Merchandise Trade m/m dec 50.6 54.7 ** Equity and bond neutral

Labor Productivity q/q 4q -0.4% 0.3% -0.3% ** Equity and bond bearish

Ivey Purchasing Managers Index m/m feb 50.6 54.7 ** Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
 

Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 261 261 0 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 240 240 0 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 21 20 1 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 241 241 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 2.68 2.69 -0.01 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -31 -31 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 9 9 0 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar up Neutral

euro down Up

yen up Neutral

pound down Neutral

franc flat Neutral

Central Bank Action Prior Expected

ECB Main Refinancing Rate 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% On forecast

ECB Marginal Lending Facility 0.250% 0.250% 0.250% On forecast

ECB Deposit Facility Rate -0.400% -0.400% -0.400% On forecast  
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
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Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $66.78 $65.99 1.20% Bullish IEA Report

WTI $56.86 $56.22 1.14%  

Natural Gas $2.82 $2.84 -0.70%  

Crack Spread $22.32 $21.97 1.58%

12-mo strip crack $18.21 $17.94 1.52%

Ethanol rack $1.44 $1.45 -0.24%

Gold $1,287.31 $1,286.36 0.07%

Silver $15.09 $15.08 0.11%

Copper contract $291.35 $291.85 -0.17%

Corn contract 371.00$       372.50$       -0.40%

Wheat contract 445.00$       450.00$       -1.11%

Soybeans contract 905.75$       902.00$       0.42%

Baltic Dry Freight 664 663 1

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) 7.1 1.1 6.0

Gasoline (mb) -4.2 -1.5 -2.7

Distillates (mb) -2.4 -9.1 6.7

Refinery run rates (%) 0.40% -0.05% 0.45%

Natural gas (bcf) -144.0

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts show cooler temperatures for most of the country, with warmer 

temps in the eastern region of the country.  Precipitation is expected for most of the country. 
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Asset Allocation Weekly Comment 
Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis.  We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday.  
 

March 1, 2019 
 

Our cyclical position on foreign investing remains with a zero allocation; although the committee 

has not been negative on foreign, our work suggested that the risk/reward compared to small and 

mid-cap stocks warranted putting more assets in those areas.  However, we are continuing to pay 

close attention to foreign as an area that may be attractive in the future. 

 

In the past, we have noted that relative performance between foreign developed and U.S. equities 

is sensitive to the dollar.  In general, during periods of dollar strength, U.S. equities tend to 

outperform (assuming both are denominated in dollars, which is the case for a U.S. investor). 
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The blue line on the chart shows the ratio of performance between EAFE and the U.S., rebased 

to 1970.  When this line is rising, foreign stocks are outperforming.  The red line shows the JPM 

Dollar Index.  Note that a rising dollar tends to favor U.S. outperformance, while dollar 

weakness helps foreign market performance.   Although the dollar has remained strong, both on 

a purchasing power parity basis and a cycle basis, the dollar is extended and should begin to 

depreciate later this year. 

 

However, in this business cycle, U.S. stocks have generally outperformed even during periods of 

dollar weakness.  This has led us to look for other factors that might account for this discrepancy.  

It appears that the growth/value variation explains at least part of this divergence. 
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As in the first chart, the blue line shows the relative equity performance.  The red line shows the 

Russell 3000 Growth/Value divergence; a rising line suggests growth outperformance.  Growth 

stocks have outperformed in this bull market but are showing signs they may finally be starting 

to give way to value.  The primary driver of growth/value is the P/E ratio.  Significant multiple 

expansion isn’t all that likely, although a return to the 18x+ area would not be surprising.   

 

Why would the growth/value divergence affect foreign stocks?  The most likely reason is index 

construction.  U.S. indices will tend to have a greater weighting toward technology due to the 

size of that industry in the U.S. economy.  Foreign nations, for the most part, have less dominant 

tech industries.  With technology being considered a growth sector, a period of strong technology 

performance would tend to lead to outperformance by growth.  If foreign equity indices have less 

technology, they would likely underperform.  Consequently, when the growth/value balance 

shifts to the latter, we would anticipate foreign outperformance.  The table below provides a 

comparison of sector exposures. 
 

  MSCI EAFE S&P 500 Difference 

Energy  5.9% 5.4% 0.5% 

Materials  7.4% 2.7% 4.7% 

Industrials  14.1% 9.7% 4.3% 

Consumer Discretionary  11.2% 10.0% 1.3% 

Consumer Staples  11.8% 7.1% 4.6% 

Healthcare  11.4% 14.9% -3.5% 

Financials  19.2% 13.3% 5.9% 

Information Technology  6.2% 20.5% -14.3% 

Communication Services  5.6% 10.1% -4.4% 

Utilities  3.5% 3.2% 0.2% 

Real Estate  3.7% 3.0% 0.7% 

Source: Morningstar Direct, Data as of 2/22/19     
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Overall, we continue to monitor the relative performance of foreign compared to other asset 

classes.  If our risk/reward estimates change later this year, we could consider a return to 

international.   

 

 

 
 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes only 

and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy discussed may not be 

suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 3/6/2019 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 3/6/2019 close) 
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Source: Bloomberg

  
 

Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD and 

local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond (iShares 

iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 Year 

Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date returns 

for various asset classes, updated daily.  

The asset classes are ranked by total 

return (including dividends), with green 

indicating positive and red indicating 

negative returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 

 

Asset classes are defined as follows: 

Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap 

(S&P 400 Index), Small Cap (Russell 

2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI 

EAFE (USD and local currency) Index), 
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P/E Update 
 

March 7, 2019 
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Sources:  Robert Shiller, Haver Analytics, I/B/E/S, CIM

P/E as of 3/6/2019 = 17.5x

 
 

Based on our methodology,12 the current P/E is 17.5x, up 0.7x from last week.  The rise in the 

P/E is due to getting the official quarterly earnings data from S&P, which tends to be about 6.5% 

to 7.0% less than the I/B/E/S estimates.     

 
 
 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 

upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

                                                
12 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q2, Q3 and Q4) and one estimate (Q1). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


